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GIS STUDY for OFFICE LOCATIONS STRATEGY is CRITICAL for DHS

 

1)  Zekiah Technologies is exceptionally capable of assisting DHS in this task

Zekiah Technologies, founded in 1994, is a woman-owned small business with Top Secret facility

clearances in La Plata, MD and Dahlgren, VA.  Zekiah also has personnel located in client

facilities in Norfolk, VA, and Washington, DC. It has supported the US Department of Defense

(since 1999) and Homeland Security and the intelligence communities, specializing in

infrastructure and mission assurance.  Zekiah has won many awards.

2)  GIS (Geographic Information Systems) is a core competency of Zekiah Technologies.

! Software Engineering firm with strong emphasis in GIS integration;

! Broad DoD/DHS experience in rapid design and development of web/GIS

operational planning and command and control systems;

! Technical and innovative leaders within the GIS integration industry with

outstanding teaming and management track-record.

3)  A GIS study will enable DHS to factor into its workplace location strategy all the

necessary data inputs (listed below are the major items):

-  existing distribution of DHS employees’ residences in the region;

-  public transportation;

-  major highways;

-  fiberoptic networks;

-  town centers with Vision Plans already in place

  (required to manage growth efficiently and attractively);

-  educational institutions and research facilities which may become relevant to DHS work;

-  available commercial office space or land for DHS facility construction and contractor offices;

-  future suitable DHS employee residential locations availability nearby at reasonable cost.

4)  Most of the data needed to perform the analysis is already on hand within DHS.

DHS could take advantage of the Homeland Security Infrastructure Program (HSIP) Gold GIS

data sets that contain most of the needed infrastructure data. DHS already possesses the home

addresses and current work locations of its work force. This data combined with local land use

data and aerial photography provides most of the information necessary to perform a workforce

distribution study identifying various potential facility locations around the region applying the

insights/principles set forth in the 2004 proposal by Feinberg/Hellman using La Plata as the

model (see Urban Land, May 2005, Telecommunities, Nicholas Slabbert, pgs 86-92).

5)  Zekiah is ready to undertake this work and related analysis swiftly and economically,

in collaboration with its colleagues at The Hellman Company, inc., and DHS representatives and

others as appropriate. Tools are already in place that could be quickly and economically

harnessed to provide the intelligence needed for DHS's location strategy. Zekiah is familiar with

the data sets and methodologies required to perform such analysis. Zekiah's analysts have the
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necessary security clearances for access to sensitive data, such as workforce locations as well as

the locations of candidate regional office sites.

Representative list of projects of Zekiah Technologies.

*  Homeland Defense Mission Assurance Portal (HD-MAP);

*  TRITON;

*  United States Secret Service Multi-Agency Portal.

*  Mobile Assessment Extension (MAX);

*  USCG Maritime Awareness Global Network (MAGNET);

*  SensorNet GIS Integration.

*  Wolfpack GIS Integration;

*  Counter-Trafficking Integrated Display System (CIDS);

*  JFCOM Global Synchronization Tool (GST)

The GIS office location strategy mapping study {overview plan}:

 This is intended to be a dynamic, collaborative tool as summarized in para 5 on page 1.

* Define the boundaries of the study region. Zekiah proposes that the initial study region

correspond with the area of responsibility (AOR) assigned to the Joint Force Headquarters –

National Capital Region (JFHQ-NCR) plus the counties immediately adjacent to this AOR.

* Assemble GIS data from various sources. HSIP Gold will be a primary data source as will

imagery from the "133 Cities" effort.  Additional local data, such as land-use, zoning and parcels

will be obtained efficiently using the Vision Planning work done by La Plata, MD as a guide.

* Analyze GIS data. Once the employee residence data is plotted, land-use, zoning and parcel

data will be queried to identify locations of sufficient size (based on DHS parameters) for

regional workplaces. These potential locations will then be analyzed per para 3 on page 1.

* Identify locations with local / regional vision plans that are compatible with DHS goals.

DHS regional offices will have significant local impact as concentrations of employees and

contractors supporting DHS operations will interact with existing infrastructure and proximate

residential development.  To mitigate the Law of Unintended Consequences it is necessary that

Vision Planning be a primary tool used by localities to guide growth intelligently.

* Assemble maps and make recommendations. Maps depicting the most suitable locations

will be produced and recommendations will be assembled and presented collaboratively to DHS.


